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A little simplification would 
be the first step toward 
rational living, I think.
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Built for a lifetime
One Two One™ cabinetry isn’t just a purchase,  
it’s an investment. Backed by decades of industry 
expertise, we believe in quality craftsmanship that’s 
protected for as long as you own it  —  our Lifetime 
Limited Warranty * says so.

To learn more about how we exceed industry 
standards, visit onetwoonecabinetry.com

Designed
to simplify
We believe that great design 

doesn’t require endless options, 

just the right ones.

We hand-picked a can’t-go-

wrong selection of trend-forward 

cabinetry, teamed up with the 

top dealers and best designers 

we could find, and we set out to 

make cabinetry uncomplicated.

*  See our warranty for complete details and limitations at onetwoonecabinetry.com

TESTED TO OUR STANDARDS. NOT THEIRS.

Our testing exceeds the rigorous standards set by the American National 
Standards Institute. Visit our website for details about how we exceed 
Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association (KCMA) requirements and 
maintain Environmental Stewardship Program certification.

PREMIUM PERFORMANCE IS ESSENTIAL. NOT EXTRA.

Our cabinets come standard with quality features that others 
treat as upgrades, including:

 � Premium Topcoat Finishing System: This smooth-to-the-touch finish 
is now 40% thicker, standing up to the tests of everyday life.

 � All-Plywood Construction: Our all-plywood cabinets endure 
moisture without warping or swelling.

 � Solid-Wood Dovetail Drawers: Sturdy solid-wood construction   
that withstands use for years to come.

 � Soft-Close Doors and Drawers: Kitchen life is quiet with our  
soft-close door hinges and drawer slides.

 � I-Beam Construction: Strong I-Beam construction protects   
our cabinets against the rigors of delivery and installation.

2
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FULL OVERLAY

Shows virtually 
no cabinet frame 
around each 
door and drawer 
front, creating a 
seamless look.

Slab Recessed center panel Raised center panel

60-9520-55  00-15

The 
ultimate 
simplicity. 
Sleek and 
unadorned. 

Simple frame styles  
with a flat center panel.

More decorative, with  
a raised center panel.

HALF OVERLAY

Shows some 
cabinet frame 
around each door 
and drawer front.

SIMPLE ORNATE

00 95

One Style.
One Price.

Our door styles are intuitively arranged in a numeric system from simple to ornate. 

Some of our door styles are available  
in both half and full overlay. 

Here’s the difference:

Look for the 2-digit style indicator 
on the right side of each page as 
you explore this catalog.

50

Full or Half Overlay

4

 � Inclusive pricing means you enjoy lots of options at no additional charge.

 � Choose any available wood type, finish or drawer front.

 � Even modify width, depth or height, all for the same price.

CHOICES FROM SIMPLE TO ORNATE

Simplicity      + 
Possibility
It looks simple, but our cabinetry 

collection includes more than 

2,500 combinations of door 

style, wood choice and finish. 

Your One Two One cabinetry 

designer will work with you to 

explore your options and turn 

your dream into stunning reality. 

6 7



SUEDE PREMIUM TOPCOAT

Create a softer color effect with  
a matte finish over your paint or stain.

Specialty 
finishes

Paint colors Stain colors 

CHERRY DOVE WHITE

CHAIMAPLE

CANVAS

PEBBLE GREY

OAK

BISCOTTI

LINEN

GREYLOFT ONYX

RUSTIC ALDER

MOONSHINE

MUSHROOM

MIDNIGHT

Wood types

NATURAL HONEY SPICE FAWN PRALINE GINGER SUNSET

BALTICHUSK SADDLE COGNAC CHESTNUT CHOCOLATE

CANNON GREY AUTUMN BLUSH KAFFÉ CABERNET SLATE PEPPERCORN

VINTAGE TECHNIQUE

Add character to your painted  
doors with our hand-distressed  
vintage technique.

Ask your designer or 
visit OUR PRODUCTS at 
onetwoonecabinetry.com 
to explore the possibilities.Combine your chosen 

paint or stain color with 
a secondary finish or 
technique for an even 
more customized look at 
no additional charge.

GLAZE FINISHES

Add visual depth and interest to  
the corners, crevices and ridges  
of your painted or stained doors. 
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FULL OVERLAY

Shows virtually 
no cabinet frame 
around each 
door and drawer 
front, creating a 
seamless look.

Slab Recessed center panel Raised center panel

60-9520-55  00-15

The 
ultimate 
simplicity. 
Sleek and 
unadorned. 

Simple frame styles  
with a flat center panel.

More decorative, with  
a raised center panel.

HALF OVERLAY

Shows some 
cabinet frame 
around each door 
and drawer front.

SIMPLE ORNATE

00 95

One Style.
One Price.

Our door styles are intuitively arranged in a numeric system from simple to ornate. 

Some of our door styles are available  
in both half and full overlay. 

Here’s the difference:

Look for the 2-digit style indicator 
on the right side of each page as 
you explore this catalog.

50

Full or Half Overlay

4

 � Inclusive pricing means you enjoy lots of options at no additional charge.

 � Choose any available wood type, finish or drawer front.

 � Even modify width, depth or height, all for the same price.

CHOICES FROM SIMPLE TO ORNATE
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TALL UTILITY 
PANTRY

Maximize storage 
and organization with 
a dedicated pantry 
cabinet. Chrome 
Deluxe Roll-out Trays 
offer easy access 
to everything from 
cleaning supplies to 
lunchboxes. 

STORAGE
Solution

WALLBASE STANDARD

Think beyond  
the kitchen
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Coordinating cabinetry 

in the laundry room and 

breakfast nook extends the 

clean and uncluttered feel 

into adjoining spaces. 

600
Offered in cherry and maple. This style features slab doors with vertical 
grain pattern, while the slab drawer fronts have a horizontal grain pattern. 
Choice of stain or paint colors and optional suede premium topcoat.

DOOR STYLE

 A   Hallway drop zone

 B   Optimize the laundry room

 C   Breakfast seating and storage

A B

C

See more ideas online.
onetwoonecabinetry.com

6

Cherry      +
Saddle
and Maple + Greyloft

 � Task and accent lighting
 � Frosted glass doors

 � Open floating shelves
 � Auto-open top-hinge cabinets

 � Color-blocking in 
complementary hues

FEATURES 
YOU’LL LOVE...

A sleek slab style offers a contemporary look. Shown 
in Cherry doors with Saddle finish including accents 
of Maple doors in Greyloft to add visual interest and 
balance the stainless appliances.

1110
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WALL

8

HALF OVERLAY

BASE OPTIONAL 
DRAWER FRONT

BASE STANDARD

620
DOOR STYLE

520

Maple      +
Pebble Grey
and Onyx
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20
DOOR STYLE

AUTO-OPEN TOP-HINGE CABINET

This ingenious cabinet opens with a 
touch and closes with the push of a 
button located within easy reach, for 
maximum storage with minimal effort. 

Painted Maple is simply stunning in a contrasting palette  
of Pebble Grey and Onyx. Glass accent doors create a focal 
point that balances the bold marble island.

WATERFALL COUNTERTOP

The extended waterfall countertop adds 
a bold modern twist to shaker-inspired 
cabinets for a kitchen that’s both timeless 
and on trend.

DESIGN TIP

STORAGE
Solution

Offered in cherry, maple, oak and rustic alder. This style features a veneer 
recessed center panel. Choice of five-piece or slab drawer fronts. Choice of 
stain or paint colors, plus optional glaze finishes and suede premium topcoat.

 � Display cabinets with glass shelves 
and accent lighting

 � Extended waterfall countertop 
 � Drawer base cabinets

 � Concealed refrigerator  
in contrasting color 

FEATURES 
YOU’LL LOVE... See all of our storage solutions online.  

onetwoonecabinetry.com

1312
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Maple      +
Dove White
and Cherry + Sunset

825
DOOR STYLE

Offered in cherry, maple, oak and rustic alder. This style features a solid 
recessed center panel. Choice of five-piece or slab drawer fronts. Choice 
of stain or paint colors, plus optional glaze finishes, suede premium 
topcoat and vintage technique on paint.
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Create a  
custom solution

In this kitchen we created the look 
of inset cabinets by framing out 
painted standard wall cabinets 
with a contrasting stained wood 
finish. It’s just one example of the 
many ways your designer can help 
you achieve your vision.

DESIGN TIP

See more designer tips online. 
onetwoonecabinetry.com

 � Upper cabinet built  
to hide range hood

 � Under cabinet lighting
 � Contemporary apron-front sink 

 � Drawer base cabinets  
create clean lines

WALLBASE OPTIONAL 
DRAWER FRONT

BASE STANDARD

FEATURES 
YOU’LL LOVE...

Maple doors in Dove White are set in a framework 
of Cherry in Sunset for a hand-crafted style that 
looks current with a mid-century feel.

1514
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 � Tall corner pantry
 � Second row of upper cabinets

 � Decorative molding completes 
upper cabinets

 � Display cabinets with glass doors, 
glass shelves and accent lighting

FULL OVERLAY

630

12

WALL

530
DOOR STYLE

Offered in cherry, maple, oak and rustic alder. This style features a 
veneer recessed center panel. Choice of Square or Roman wall cabinet 
doors. Choice of five-piece or slab drawer fronts. Choice of stain or 
paint colors, plus optional glaze finishes and suede premium topcoat.

30
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ROMAN
(not available  
in Rustic Alder)

Maple      +
Greyloft

See more designer tips online. 
onetwoonecabinetry.com

Tuck away  
task lighting
Under cabinet lighting dims 
to adjust from task lighting 
to nighttime navigation. 
Decorative molding on the 
bottom edge hides lighting 
fixtures and creates a more 
finished look.

DOOR STYLE

BASE OPTIONAL 
DRAWER FRONT

BASE STANDARD

DESIGN TIP

FEATURES 
YOU’LL LOVE...

Paired with stainless steel and pops of white, Maple 
doors in Greyloft create an on-trend kitchen that 
appeals to both traditional and modern tastes.

1716
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Out-of-sight 
smart spaces
Some of the most beautiful 
design features aren’t visible 
on the outside. Like a swing-
out pantry that packs a 
walk-in’s worth of dry goods 
into one compact footprint, 
a wall cabinet side access 
and a corner drawer unit that 
reclaims dead space for extra 
storage.

 A   Pantry storage

 B   Functional end panel

 C   Corner drawer cabinet

 � Display cabinets with glass doors, 
contrasting back panel, wood 
shelves and accent lighting

 � Large storage island
 � Decorative molding

 � Decorative door panels conceal 
refrigerator

14

635
Offered in cherry and maple. This style features a veneer recessed center 
panel. Choice of five-piece or slab drawer fronts. Choice of stain or paint 
colors, plus optional glaze finishes, suede premium topcoat and vintage 
technique on paint.

Cherry      +
Cannon Grey

DOOR STYLE

35
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A B

C

Want more features like this? See all of our storage solutions online. 
onetwoonecabinetry.com

WALLBASE OPTIONAL 
DRAWER FRONT

BASE STANDARD

DESIGN TIP

Shaker-inspired Cherry cabinets in Cannon Grey are 
sophisticated and timeless. A multi-colored countertop  
and backsplash help balance the dark finish.

FEATURES 
YOU’LL LOVE...

1918
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 � Refrigerator-depth wall cabinet
 � Countertop overhang creates more seating
 � Decorative panels add style to the peninsula

 � Floating shelves over an extended backsplash add visual 
interest and an open, airy feel

HIDDEN FILING CABINET

Opt for a functional drawer with 
dedicated storage space for bills 
and important documents.

STORAGE
Solution

16

640
Offered in cherry and maple. This style features a veneer recessed center 
panel. Choice of five-piece or slab drawer fronts. Choice of stain or paint 
colors, plus optional glaze finishes and suede premium topcoat.

DOOR STYLE

Maple      +
Linen
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WALLBASE OPTIONAL 
DRAWER FRONT

BASE STANDARD

SPACE-SAVING PENINSULA

A hard-working peninsula adds work 
surface for prepping, eating, working  
and entertaining. Talk to your designer 
about more ways to get the most out  
of a small space.

DESIGN TIP

FEATURES 
YOU’LL LOVE...

Maple doors in Linen with touches of natural 
wood, steel and greenery come together  
to create an elegant and inviting kitchen.

See more designer tips online. 
onetwoonecabinetry.com

2120
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 � Upper cabinet built to hide range hood
 � Drawer sink base provides a clean, continuous look

 � Floating shelves with extended backsplash and recessed 
display lighting create a functional display

18

Offered in cherry and maple. This style features a solid beaded recessed 
center panel. Choice of five-piece or slab drawer fronts. Choice of stain 
or paint colors, plus optional glaze finishes, suede premium topcoat and 
vintage technique on paint.

DOOR STYLEMaple      +
Pebble Grey 745

45
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See more designer tips online. 
onetwoonecabinetry.com

The bead board in these Pebble Grey Maple cabinets  
plays nicely with the herringbone tile backsplash  
and industrial accents, thanks to a similar palette.

WALLBASE OPTIONAL 
DRAWER FRONT

BASE STANDARD

DESIGN TIP

Decorative 
end panels
For a fully finished look, you 
can select decorative end 
panels (as shown) for any 
cabinet with an exposed 
end. Or opt for a functional 
end that swings open, for 
extra storage or a different 
point of access.

FEATURES 
YOU’LL LOVE...

2322
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 � Decorative wall / range hood creates a focal point
 � Decorative appliance panels conceal refrigerator 

and dishwasher

 � Oversized island countertop creates seating on two 
sides for prep, eating or entertainment space

20

750
Offered in cherry and maple. This style features a veneer recessed center 
panel. Choice of five-piece or slab drawer fronts. Choice of stain or paint 
colors, plus optional glaze finishes and suede premium topcoat.

DOOR STYLEMaple      +
Moonshine
and Cherry + Autumn Blush
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HAPPY HOUR AT HOME
Be guest-ready with a customized wall 
hutch that features visible wine storage 
above the prep and serve counter space.

BAKING TRAY  
PULL-OUT

One of the most 
requested kitchen 
accessories, pull-out 
storage keeps baking 
sheets tidy.

See all of our storage solutions online.  
onetwoonecabinetry.com

WALLBASE OPTIONAL 
DRAWER FRONT

BASE STANDARD

STORAGE
Solution

DESIGN TIP

FEATURES 
YOU’LL LOVE...

Painted Maple doors in Moonshine create an open, inviting 
kitchen. The whole family can sit and relax at the island-
turned-focal-point in Cherry finished in Autumn Blush.

2524
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 � Decorative panels hide appliances
 � Bold Onyx framing for a dramatic focal point

 � Glass doors and stacked drawers create a built-in 
china cabinet and buffet

22

755
Offered in cherry and maple. This style features a veneer recessed center  
panel. Choice of stain or paint colors, plus optional glaze finishes and suede 
premium topcoat.

DOOR STYLE

Maple      +
Canvas
and Onyx

55
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Quality details 
come standard
For a kitchen that feels as luxurious 
as it looks, our standard cabinets 
include quality features that are 
a step (or two) above most other 
cabinets.

 A    Roll-out trays with dovetail joints 

and ergonomic scoop-front panels.

 B    Soft-close drawer runners and door 

hinges make life easier and quieter.

See more of our quality features online. 
onetwoonecabinetry.com

A

B

WALLBASE STANDARD

DISH DRAWER  
WITH ADJUSTABLE 
PEG BASE

Serving dishes 
are always easy 
to reach with this 
customizable drawer 
system. The pegs 
adjust to fit, keeping 
each stack neat and 
protected.

STORAGE
Solution

FEATURES 
YOU’LL LOVE...

Maple doors in Canvas create a dream kitchen for 
the truly chic at heart. Bring in upholstery and create 
defined areas with Onyx accents for added luxe.

2726
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DESIGN TIP

Turn soffits 
into storage
Removing soffits is a more 
cost-effective way to increase 
storage capacity without 
adding on to your kitchen. A 
floor-to-ceiling pantry and an 
extra row of upper cabinets 
turn wasted space into the 
perfect place for infrequently 
used (but still essential) items.

 � Coordinating range hood
 � Custom display shelf over window

 � Countertop wine storage is both 
charming and efficient

 � Decorative end cabinet features 
both open storage and a functional 
end panel

24

860
Offered in maple, oak and rustic alder. This style features a solid raised 
center panel. Choice of five-piece or slab drawer fronts. Choice of stain 
or paint colors, plus optional glaze finishes and suede premium topcoat.

DOOR STYLEMaple      +
Ginger
with Sable Glaze
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Maple doors in Ginger feature a Sable Glaze that 
accentuates the raised panel design to evoke a familiar 
feeling of home cooked meals and family gatherings.

WALLBASE OPTIONAL 
DRAWER FRONT

BASE STANDARD

FEATURES 
YOU’LL LOVE... See more designer tips online. 

onetwoonecabinetry.com
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 � Pot filler faucet
 � Hidden range hood

 � Refrigerator framed  
out for a built-in look

 � Island integrates cabinet  
storage with open table design

26

770
DOOR STYLE

Offered in cherry, maple, oak and rustic alder. This style features a solid raised 
center panel. Choice of Square or Roman wall cabinet doors. Choice of five-
piece or slab drawer fronts. Choice of stain or paint colors, plus optional glaze 
finishes, suede premium topcoat and vintage technique on paint.

Alder      +
Natural

70
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HALF OVERLAY

670

 A   Auto-open Wastebasket

 B   Pull-out Utensil Storage 

STORAGE
Solution

Work smarter with a hands-free 
cabinet that opens with a nudge  
to reveal wastebaskets and pull  
out utensil storage that keeps 
clutter off the counter.

BA

DOOR STYLE

WALL

ROMAN
(not available  
in Rustic Alder)

BASE OPTIONAL 
DRAWER FRONT

BASE STANDARD

Want more features like this? See all of our storage solutions online. 
onetwoonecabinetry.com

FEATURES 
YOU’LL LOVE...

Alder in Natural evokes memories of lazy days 
at the lake. Create an informal feel by mixing 
in plenty of natural wood and rustic fixtures.

3130
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 � Coordinating range 
hood as a focal point

 � Floor-to-ceiling cabinets 
 � Decorative molding stacks

 � Top-hinge cabinet over refrigerator 
opens and closes using a button 
placed within easy reach

28

880
Offered in cherry and maple. This style features a solid raised center panel. 
Choice of stain or paint colors, plus optional glaze finishes, suede premium 
topcoat and vintage technique on paint.

DOOR STYLE

80
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Cherry      +
Baltic

WALLBASE STANDARD

SMALL SPACE SOLUTION

You don’t need a huge 
kitchen to have an island. 
This design packs counter 
space, seating and storage 
into one compact footprint.

See all of our storage solutions online.  
onetwoonecabinetry.com

STORAGE
Solution

DESIGN TIP

FEATURES 
YOU’LL LOVE...

ADD SOME  
VINTAGE CHARM

Create a well-worn 
look with a vintage 
finish. See page 5  
for details.

Cherry doors in Baltic create a refined kitchen that 
combines clean lines with soft accents to achieve 
the perfect balance of traditional and classic.

3332



 � Coordinating cabinetry in adjoining areas
 � Color-blocking in complementary hues

 � Base cabinets with furniture details 
 � Corbels and moldings complete a traditional look

30

Maple +
Moonshine
with Cocoa Glaze
and Maple + Peppercorn

FEATURES 
YOU’LL LOVE...

Maple doors in Moonshine take on an antique finish with 
Cocoa Glaze. Pair with Maple doors in Peppercorn and rich 
accents to create a warm and inviting space.

31

See all of our storage solutions online.  
onetwoonecabinetry.com

STORAGE
Solution

890
DOOR STYLE

Offered in cherry and maple. This style features a solid raised center panel. 
Choice of stain or paint colors, plus optional glaze finishes, suede premium 
topcoat and vintage technique on paint.

90
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WALLBASE STANDARD

DISTINCTIVE 
DETAILING

A dark glaze on a 
light finish helps 
emphasize the  
fine details in more  
ornate door styles.

COREGUARD® SINK BASE

Engineered material 
designed to protect the 
under-sink area from drips 
and spills.

DESIGN TIP

3534
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A place for
everything
Organization is a beautiful thing. The 
right storage solutions can make your 
kitchen look and feel better. Think about 
what you want to change  —  alleviate 
counter clutter, make room for recycling 
or maximize wasted space. And then be 
open to ideas from your designer.

See more ideas like this online.
onetwoonecabinetry.com 3332

Storage
Solutions
Hard working cabinets create a 
dedicated space for everything 
from daily essentials to seasonal 
accessories  —  keeping the space 
clean and organized.

37



LED 
lighting

A bit of strategically placed 
lighting can illuminate display 
shelves and task areas, offer 
nighttime navigation and add 
ambience for entertaining.

34

Ideas and 
Options

Think beyond
the kitchen

Take your cabinetry selection 
to the next level with inspired  
design enhancements that 
increase functionality and 
complete the finished look.  

Open floor plans mean open sight lines 
from room-to-room. By adding a bit of 
coordinating cabinetry in an adjoining 
space, you can help create a cohesive 
feel throughout your home. 

Decorative 
doors + inserts

Decorative 
molding

Complete your look with a 
custom combination of molding, 
from understated to big and 
bold. Bonus  —  this decorative 
detail is a streamlined solution for 
hiding pipes, ducts and wiring. 

Replace the standard wood 
panels in a few cabinets to 
create an eye-catching accent 
feature with aluminum doors 
or glass insert panels.  

See more ideas like this online.
onetwoonecabinetry.com

Places to think about:

 � Dining room    

 � Laundry room     

 � Utility/mudroom     

 � Entryway/drop zone     

 � Guest bathroom

 � Family room

35
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*  See complete warranty details and limitations that apply at onetwoonecabinetry.com

36

See our full line of cabinetry options. 
onetwoonecabinetry.com

How to work 
with your 
designer 9    HELPFUL 

TIPS Get your dream design in less  

time with the right mix of style,  

color and storage solutions.

Enjoy highly attentive, personalized 

service that translates your  

dream into stunning reality.

Rest assured your cabinets are  

backed by our One Two One  

Lifetime Limited Warranty*.

1. Scope it out  
Is your project a style refresh or a complete 
remodel? A rule of thumb for a typical  
kitchen renovation is 5-15% of home value.

2. Start dreaming  
Capture your ideas and the basic parameters  
of your space. Don’t worry about specifics.  
We’ll help with that.

3. Let’s talk  
We think every great design begins with a  
great conversation, so we always start with you.

4. Just start  
The first step is just that—one step.  
We’ll work together to refine the design  
to fit your style, your life and your budget. 

5. Be open to ideas  
You have ideas. So do we. You’ll love  
what happens when they come together!

6. Keep an eye on the future   
Life happens. We can design a space to flex  
with your family.

7. Remember what matters  
Timeless style? Maximum storage? Future resale 
value? Keep your main objective top of mind. 

8. Think beyond the kitchen  
Bringing a few similar elements into the  
mudroom or guest bath can create a  
cohesive feel throughout your home.

9. Enjoy the journey   
Keep it fun! After the dust settles, you’ll  
have a beautiful new space to enjoy!

4140



© 2017 Masco Cabinetry, LLC
All Rights Reserved
Specifications subject to change without notice

The photography and color samples shown in  
this book have been reproduced as accurately 
as printing technologies permit and are for 
representation only. To ensure the highest 
satisfaction, we strongly recommend you view an 
actual product sample prior to ordering cabinetry.
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